MUSEUM ON WHEELS FOR SALE

9 SPACE-THEMED EXHIBITS w/LESSON PLANS
2007 GMC 7600 120,000 MILES 32,000 POUNDS
2 GENERATORS WHEEL CHAIR LIFT 3 SLIDE-OUTS

For more information, contact Josh Annett at jannett@museumofdiscovery.org
The Discovery Network, an outreach program of the Museum of Discovery, is selling its mobile science museum, “Race for Planet X”! The mobile museum is equipped with nine space-themed exhibits and delivers STEM education to schools.

Student Explorers climb aboard the rocket ship and take off for Planet ‘X’. Working in teams of two or three, the students execute the 9 space-themed exhibits to learn more about the new planet. Each student receives a clipboard for recording data that can be used in the classroom after the exhibit experience.